The risk of renal disease is increased in lambda myeloma with bone marrow amyloid deposits

Background: Light chain amyloidosis (AL) is a rare deposition disease and is present in 10–15% of patients with myeloma (MM). In contrast to symptomatic AL in MM, presence of bone marrow (BM) amyloid deposits (AD) in MM is not connected to kidney damage. Renal AD but not BM-AD occur mostly in MM with lambda paraprotein (lambda MM).

Methods: We investigated amyloid presence in BM clots taken at diagnosis in 84 patients with symptomatic MM and compared disease characteristics in MM with kappa paraprotein (kappa MM)/lambda MM with and without BM-AD.

Results: Lambda MM with BM-AD was compared with kappa MM without BM-AD, kappa MM with BM-AD, and lambda MM without BM-AD: lambda MM with BM-AD patients had a significantly higher mean creatinine level (4.23 mg/dL vs 1.69, 1.14, and 1.28 mg/dL, respectively) and a higher proportion presented with severe kidney failure (6/11 [55%] vs 6/32 [19%], 1/22 [5%], and 3/19 [16%], respectively). Proteinuria was more common in lambda MM with BM-AD patients compared with kappa MM without BM-AD patients (8/11 [73%] vs 5/32 [16%], respectively).

Conclusion: Kidney damage was more common in lambda MM with BM-AD indicating presence of renal AD.
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Introduction

Light chain amyloidosis (AL) is a rare disease with deposition of amyloid fibrils containing light chains produced by nonproliferative clonal plasma cell (PC), causing mostly renal damage. The disease can also affect other organs such as the heart, and the gastrointestinal tract and peripheral nervous system.1,2 The main symptom of kidney damage in AL is proteinuria (73%), which when excessive (>3 g/24 h or >2 g/L) gives rise to nephrotic syndrome (36% of AL patients).1 Renal function impairment in AL is present in 50%, and severe renal failure, defined as creatinine >2.0 mg/dL, in 20% of patients.1 Concomitant AL in myeloma (AL-MM) is observed in 10–15% of patients.3 Renal disease in MM, when verified by kidney biopsy, is caused by amyloid deposits (AD) in 21–30% of patients.4–6 Renal function impairment is present in 50% (severe in 20%) of all MM patients at diagnosis.3

The standard diagnostic procedure in AL is a tissue biopsy of the affected organ or fat-pad biopsy.

Bone marrow (BM) amyloid deposits (AD) in AL are found in 60–65% of patients.2,7 Presence of BM-AD in MM is reported in 22–40% of patients2,7 and is more common than “true” symptomatic AL-MM. The former has no impact on survival and no connection...
with organ damage\(^8\) in contrast with AL-MM where survival is clearly impaired compared with MM without symptomatic AL.\(^9\) A recent study indicated that BM-AD in MM were present in only 1% of patients.\(^1\) In systemic AL\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^7\) and kidney biopsy-proven AL-MM,\(^4\) a clear dominance of lambda chain 10%\(^7\) compared with a mean PC count of 50% in MM.\(^3\)

Both MM and systemic AL are caused by clonal PC. Their features and proportion in BM though differ in both diseases as abnormal PC and abnormal PC aggregates are common in MM\(^9\) but not in AL.\(^7\),\(^13\) The BM PC count in AL is often low, with three quarters of patients having <10%\(^7\) compared with a mean PC count of 50% in MM.\(^3\)

Previous studies of BM-AD did not evaluate its clinical significance in MM with kappa paraprotein (kappa MM)/lambda paraprotein (lambda MM) separately. This is why we used BM samples from MM patients taken at diagnosis to identify patients with amyloid presence and then we compared the disease characteristics in kappa/lambda MM with and without BM-AD. We postulated that patients with lambda MM and BM-AD are at higher risk to have kidney damage.

**Patients, materials and methods**

All patients with symptomatic MM diagnosed and treated at the Department of Medicine of Örebro University Hospital during 2000–2005 were identified through the hospital register. The treatment was given in accordance with the Swedish national guidelines. Patients under 70 years of age and without significant comorbidity were recommended to undergo autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT). BM aspirates taken at diagnosis from posterior iliac crest were retrieved. Congo red staining for BM-AD presence and immunocytochemical staining were performed on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded BM particle clots. Congo red stain was considered as positive when vascular or interstitial deposits with cherry-red appearance (light microscopy) and apple-green birefringence (polarizing microscopy) were present. The biomedical scientist/hematologist assessing BM samples was blinded to the patients' clinical details. PC count, presence of PC atypia and PC aggregates in BM were described at MM diagnosis by a pathologist.

Clinical/laboratory data were collected retrospectively from patients’ medical records. Presence of monoclonal protein in serum/urine and kappa/lambda characteristics was assessed by immunoelctrophoresis and immunofixation. Non-Bence Jones (BJ) proteinuria was calculated by subtracting BJ protein from total urinary protein. The date of last follow-up of the survivors was the 5th of September, 2015. The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Uppsala, Sweden, (2011/356), in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and written informed consent was obtained from all of the patients.

**Statistics**

Cross-tabulation with the Chi-squared test or means with the two sample \(t\)-test were used for descriptive statistics. Multiple linear regression was used for outcome variables with continuous distributions. Creatinine levels were logarithmically transformed as they deviated from normal distribution \([\ln(\text{creatinine}–0.3929236)]\). Binary outcomes were assessed using multiple logistic regression. The analyses of creatinine level and proteinuria were adjusted for age, sex, calcium level and presence of BJ proteinuria (>0.26 g/L). The analyses of albumin level were adjusted for uninvolved immunoglobulin level >4 g/L, M component <25 g/L and presence of light chain MM. The log-rank test was used for overall survival (OS) comparison.

Statistical significance was set as \(P\)-value <0.05 or 95% confidence interval (CI) that does not include 1.00 (logistic regression) or 0.0 (linear regression). The analyses were performed using SPSS (v.22; IBM).

**Results**

A total of 108 patients with symptomatic MM diagnosis were identified. BM particle clots were available in 89. Three patients with kidney biopsy verified AL, and one patient with nephrotic syndrome and suspected AL was excluded, as well as one patient with nonsecretory MM. The median age in the remaining 84 patients was 70 years (range: 44–93). Beta-2 microglobulin and BM cytogenetics were assessed in a minority of patients. ASCT was performed in 24 patients. Most of the non-transplanted patients (51/60, 85%) received an oral melphalan and prednisolone combination (MP) as frontline therapy, two received MP plus thalidomide, three a thalidomide/prednisolone combination and four a vincristine/doxorubicin/dexamethasone combination (VAD regimen). Novel agents (thalidomide, bortezomib, lenalidomide) were used in 40 of 84 (48%) patients at diagnosis, disease progression or relapse. The patients' characteristics are shown in Table 1.

**BM-AD findings and clinical characteristics**

BM-AD was found in 34 of 84 (40%) patients at diagnosis. Of all clinical/laboratory parameters (listed in Table 1), only presence of hypoalbuminemia (serum albumin <3.5 g/dL) differed between BM-AD-positive and BM-AD-negative
patients (18/33 [54%] vs 44/51 [86%]; odds ratio [OR] 0.19, 95% CI: 0.07, 0.55; \( P = 0.002 \); and adjusted OR 0.13, 95% CI: 0.04, 0.46; \( P = 0.001 \)). Mean albumin level was higher in BM-AD-positive patients (3.29 g/dL [standard deviation, SD 0.70] vs 3.01 g/dL [SD 0.55]), and when assessed using multiple linear regression, the association was as follows: unadjusted coefficient −2.83, 95% CI: −5.55, −0.11; \( P = 0.042 \); and adjusted coefficient −3.22, 95% CI: −5.79, −0.66; \( P = 0.014 \). Heart failure was present in five and peripheral neuropathy in only two patients at diagnosis. The latter developed during the treatment in nine patients, all treated with potentially neurotoxic drugs. Alkaline phosphatase and alanine aminotransferase levels were raised (moderately) in only two patients at diagnosis.

**BM-AD findings, renal damage, and survival**

Neither presence of BM-AD at diagnosis nor kappa/lambda characteristics were associated with higher creatinine levels. In order to investigate the significance of BM-AD in both light chain types of MM, four groups were constructed (Tables 1 and 2). Renal failure at diagnosis (creatinine >2.0 mg/dL) and need for dialysis (six patients at diagnosis and two at follow-up) were most common in the group with lambda MM and BM-AD presence (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Characteristics of 84 MM patients divided into four groups with regard to light chain type and BM-AD presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients per group</td>
<td>Total patients, ( n ) (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;70 years</td>
<td>41 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>50 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>16 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light chain</td>
<td>18 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durie–Salmon stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>11 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>35 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>38 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine &gt;2.0 mg/dL</td>
<td>16 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need of dialysis</td>
<td>8 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-BJ proteinuria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.2 g/L*</td>
<td>32 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2 g/L*</td>
<td>4 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ proteinuria &gt;0.26 g/L*</td>
<td>42 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoalbuminemia &lt;3.5 g/dL</td>
<td>62 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteolysis</td>
<td>64 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercalcemia (albumin-adjusted Ca &gt;2.55 mmol/L)</td>
<td>20 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin &lt;10.0 g/dL</td>
<td>28 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP &gt;7 mg/L</td>
<td>38 (45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** 83 patients (anuria at diagnosis in one). *Indicates statistically significant difference as compared with lambda MM with BM-AD.

**Abbreviations:** MM, myeloma; BM-AD, bone marrow amyloid deposits; BJ, Bence Jones; CRP, C-reactive protein.

Presence of non-BJ proteinuria (>0.2 g/L) was more common in lambda MM with BM-AD compared with kappa MM without BM-AD (Table 1). Assessment by multiple logistic regression produced ORs of 13.88 (95% CI: 2.70, 71.20; \( P = 0.002 \)) before adjustment and 24.22 (95% CI: 3.60, 162.82; \( P = 0.001 \)) after adjustment. Among patients with severe renal failure (16), all six with lambda MM with BM-AD presented with non-BJ proteinuria compared with five of nine (56%) remaining patients (one had anuria) (\( P = 0.09 \)). Urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio (UACR) measurement was performed in 59 patients. Four of eight patients (50%) with lambda BM-AD-positive lambda MM presented with UACR >15 compared with three of 23 (13%) with BM-AD-negative kappa MM, producing unadjusted OR using logistic regression of 6.67 (95% CI: 1.06, 42.06; \( P = 0.04 \)). The proportion of BM-AD-positive kappa MM and BM-AD negative lambda MM was 5/17 (29%) and 5/11 (45%), respectively (nonsignificant as compared with BM-AD-positive lambda MM). There was no association between albumin level and presence of proteinuria (>0.2 g/L) or between albumin level and UACR >15.

Compared with lambda MM with BM-AD, the other three phenotypes were all associated with statistically significant lower creatinine levels, both before and after adjustment for the potential confounding factors (Table 2). In multivariate...
analysis, creatinine level was positively associated with albumin-adjusted calcium level, BJ proteinuria >0.26 g/L and male sex (Table 2). Survival was not associated with presence of BM-AD, and in lambda BM-AD-positive MM, did not differ significantly from OS in the remaining three groups (data not shown).

**BM-AD and cytopathological features**

PC atypia was slightly more common in BM-AD-negative patients (48/51 [94%] vs 27/33 [82%], \( P = 0.08 \)). There was no significant correlation between presence of BM-AD at diagnosis and BM PC count. Proportion of patients with abnormal PC aggregates was not different in AD-positive and AD-negative BM.

**Discussion**

We identified AD in BM clots in 40% of MM patients at diagnosis, which is similar to previous findings in BM smears.8 Particle clot preparation is commonly used in Sweden and is sometimes advantageous as proteins and nucleic acids can be damaged during a decalcification procedure of the biopsy.14 This may explain the lower frequency of AD in BM biopsy (25%) compared with BM aspirate (40%) in previous studies.8,9 There were no differences (except albumin level/hypoalbuminemia) in laboratory/clinical characteristics of the two groups with and without presence of BM-AD, similar to the results from previous studies.8,9 Despite this, we identified a small but distinctive group of patients with lambda MM and BM-AD presenting with higher mean creatinine levels, more common kidney failure (nearly 60% had severe renal failure at diagnosis) and need for dialysis, with more pronounced proteinuria and albuminuria. This indicates that “true” renal amyloidosis was probably more common in this group. Conversely, kidney damage was rare in kappa MM without BM-AD.

There are differences in the pathogenesis of kidney damage in lambda and kappa MM. AL was found to be more common in lambda (80%) and monoclonal immunoglobulin deposition disease (MIDD) and even MM-cast nephropathy (MCN) in kappa MM among patients undergoing renal biopsy.4–6 Twenty-four-hour proteinuria was significantly higher in MM-associated amyloidosis compared with MIDD and MCN. Nephrotic syndrome in MM was caused by amyloidosis in 54–70% of patients.4,5 In our cohort, all patients with BM-AD-positive lambda MM and severe renal failure had proteinuria, in contrast to only half of the remaining patients with severe renal failure, suggesting different causes of renal damage.

Not all AL-MM can be identified using BM Congo red stain, as even in systemic AL, BM-AD was not present in 35–40% of patients.2,7 Interestingly, creatinine levels in systemic AL with BM-AD were higher compared with those without BM-AD.2 Even multi-organ involvement was more common in the former group.2 Both findings indicate more advanced amyloidosis when BM-AD is present. Renal and cardiac amyloidosis was more common in lambda AL compared with kappa, and the association of different subtypes of light chain variable region genes with different organ tropism was observed previously.15

Perhaps surprisingly, albumin levels were lower in BM-AD-negative compared with BM-AD-positive patients. This is unlikely to be explained by urinary protein loss, as albumin levels did not differ between patients with presence/absence of proteinuria/albuminuria. Low albumin is recognized as a poor prognostic factor in MM3 and probably indicates more aggressive disease.
Another difference between BM-AD-positive and BM-AD-negative disease, suggesting the involvement of different biological processes, is that PCs atypia was slightly less common in the former group. This is consistent with the “normal” appearance of PCs in AL. There was no difference in mean PC count in BM between AD-positive and AD-negative phenotypes in our cohort, although lower mean PC infiltrate level was demonstrated previously in renal AL-MM compared with other nephropathies in MM.

Similarly to a previous report, we did not identify any survival disadvantage in patients with BM-AD. AD findings in fat-pad biopsy in MM are considered a poor prognostic factor (even when subclinical) but not when findings in fat-pad biopsy in MM are considered a poor survival disadvantage in patients with BM-AD. AD mide is poorer in systemic AL. The prognosis in AL-MM compared with other nephropathies in MM.

Kappa/lambda ratio in serum and in urine can indicate renal amyloidosis mainly causing kidney damage.

Our study has some potential limitations. The number of lambda MM patients with BM-AD was small. Albuminuria was not measured in all patients. Assessment of AD in BM can be difficult as indicated by the discrepancies between studies of AD-BM prevalence in MM. Creatinine level is not the most reliable renal function measurement, but this was all that was available for the majority of our patients.

Conclusion
We confirmed that BM-AD in MM is a relatively common finding, but in contrast with conclusions from other studies, it may have clinical significance. The more prevalent renal disease in lambda MM with BM-AD suggests there could be two separate types of MM-associated BM amyloidosis (possibly even in fat tissue): kappa, predominantly without organ involvement, and lambda signifying “true”, systemic amyloidosis mainly causing kidney damage.

The identification of BM amyloid in MM should be assessed together with clinical presentation, light chain type and probably fat-pad biopsy. For a certain diagnosis, biopsy of the affected organ remains the gold standard. Higher albumin levels in patients with BM-AD and slightly less frequent PC atypia suggest that biological processes in MM with and without BM-AD may differ.
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